
 

Sharing your ideas 



Let’s just think about masters study 
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If you do not publish from your thesis it will probably  

have a very, very small readership 

You x 1 

Your supervisors x 2 

Your examiners x 2 (maybe 3) 

Your partner and a good friend (a really good friend) x 2 

 Grand Total = 8 
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All that work, so it’s a bit disappointing eh? 

 

No wonder a thesis is sometimes called a shelf 

bender. 
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What do I mean by made public? 

• An in-house newsletter 

• An in-house seminar 

• A journal article 

• A conference oral paper 

• A conference poster 
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Determine who is likely to read what you 

write. This influences: 

•The format 

•The type of publication 

•The conference 

•The timeframe 
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Tips for a 10 minute conference 
presentation 

 

 



A  basic four-section structure for your 
10-minute presentation  

 

 

 



1. Introduction.  
 

Tell the audience a little about yourself, briefly, 
and perhaps include a slide with your name and 
job title on as you do so. 
 

Dr Peter Gallagher   
Education Adviser 
University of Otago, Wellington 



2. Cover a few main points well and thoroughly explain 
anything that might be hard to understand. 

 

 



2. Cover a few main points well and thoroughly explain 
anything that might be hard to understand. 

 



3. Use the ‘rule of three’ to explain your points. This is 
a memorable structure for delivering information in 

blocks of three items.  
  



3. Use the ‘rule of three’ to explain your points. This is 
a memorable structure for delivering information in 

blocks of three items.  
 



 

The ‘Rule of Three’: 1 Presenting 



 

1.Don’t try to learn your presentation word-for-
word 
Instead, aim to learn the outline and key facts of 
each point. 

The ‘Rule of Three’: Presenting 



The ‘Rule of Three’: 2 Cue cards 

2.Write out reminders on cue cards to prompt 
your memory.  

 



Cue cards 

2.Write out reminders on cue cards to prompt 
your memory.  

 



  

Rule of ‘Three”: tell a story 



 3. Tell a story 
 All stories have a beginning, middle and 
end, and this can be used to keep your 
presentation coherent and focused.  



4. Finish with something that suitably rounds off your 
presentation. 

 



4. Finish with something that suitably rounds off your 
presentation. 

 

 

 

The end of your presentation is likely to be one 
of the most memorable parts for most people 




